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The real thing: preschoolers prefer actual activities to pretend ones
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Abstract

Pretend play is a quintessential activity of early childhood, and adults supply children with many toys to encourage it. Do young children actually prefer to pretend, or do they do it because they are unable to engage in some activities for real? Here we examined, for nine different activities, American middle-class preschoolers’ preferences for pretend and real activities. The 100 children we tested (M = 58.5 months, range 36 to 82 months) overwhelmingly preferred real activities to pretend ones, and this preference increased from age 3 to age 4, then remained steady through age 6. Children provided cogent justifications for their preferences. The results are discussed with reference to other domains in which children show reality preferences and with respect to the content of preschool curricula.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

• When given a choice, preschool-age children overwhelmingly preferred real activities to their pretend equivalents.
• Children’s preference for real activities appeared between 3 and 4 years, then was constant through age 6.
• Children said they preferred real activities because they are functional, useful, and provide novel experiences.
• When children preferred pretend activities, the most-cited reasons were being afraid of the real, lack of ability, and lack of permission.

1 | INTRODUCTION

In 2016, over 20 billion US dollars were spent on children’s toys (NPD Group, 2017). The toy industry is less than 100 years old and arose in tandem (Cross, 1997) with the notion that play is ‘essential for development’ (Ginsburg, 2007), an idea endorsed by middle-class American parents (Parmar, Harkness, & Super, 2004; Roopnarine, 2010) and the American Academy of Pediatrics (Ginsburg, 2007). In the period from 3 to 6 years of age, the predominant type of play – and the one to which many toys are devoted – is pretend play, in which one reality is stretched over another ‘to protect, conceal, or disguise it’ (Austin, 1957/1979, p. 260) in a spirit of fun and amusement (Lillard, 2015). Pretend play begins around 18 months of age and is in its ‘high season’ by 4 years of age (Singer & Singer, 1990, p. 64), when children spend (on average) 20% of their waking hours in pretend play (Haight & Miller, 1993), donning costumes and new identities, simulating school, and toiling away in play kitchens with fake food and knives.

However, in an earlier time in America, and still today in traditional societies around the world, children pretend much less. Instead, they often work alongside adults, engaging in practical life tasks (Alcalá, Rogoff, Mejia-Arauz, Coppins, & Dexter, 2014; Gaskins, 2000, 2013; Lancy, 1996). They tend younger siblings (alloparenting), sometimes all day and far from adult surveillance, and they provide instrumental help in gathering and preparing food (Lancy, 2015; 2016). They are given small versions of tools, even potentially dangerous ones, and they learn by actively observing others and practicing skills (Rogoff, 2004).

When children do engage in pretend play, the content is reflective of their immediate surroundings: They draw inspiration from real roles, activities, and practices (Gaskins, 2013; Lancy, 2016; Power, 2000), and fantasy is rare if it occurs at all (Gaskins, 2013). Play is also much less valued by parents in such societies (Gaskins, 2013; Parmar et al., 2004; Roopnarine, 2010).

Given that this situation for children has radically changed in developed Western societies (Alcalá et al., 2014), here we asked whether the children themselves prefer pretend play to real activities. Children were asked to choose between pretend and real versions of nine different activities, and justifications for their choices were recorded. Because pretending is said to peak around 4 to 5 years of age, relations...
between children’s preferences and their age were examined; we also examined gender to see whether girls or boys might be relatively more inclined to prefer pretending.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Participants were 100 children ages 3 to 6 (M = 58.49 months, SD = 12.47 months, range = 36.8–82.3 months; 57 female): 26 3-year-olds, 30 4-year-olds, 28 5-year-olds, and 16 6-year-olds. Four additional children participated but were excluded due to failure to complete the study (n = 3) or understand the task (n = 1). Children were predominantly White and middle class, in keeping with the composition of local families who participate in research. Participants’ parents provided written consent, and all children verbally agreed to participate.

2.2 | Materials and procedure

Participants were tested in a children’s museum (n = 55), a preschool (n = 27), and a university laboratory (n = 18). They sat down with an experimenter, who said, ‘I have a book with all kinds of different activities that you could do. I’m going to ask you which ones you would rather do. Does that sound good?’ There were two books, each measuring approximately 22 × 28 cm, containing color photographs of girls (one book, shown to female participants) and boys (the second book, shown to male participants) engaged alone in various activities.

The first two pictures, shown on opposite sides of the page, were for the warm-up trial. One warm-up photograph showed a child riding a bicycle, and the other showed a child with a badly skinned knee. Children were told, ‘Look, this girl is riding a bicycle [pointing to the photograph on the left side], and this girl fell off of a bicycle and hurt her knee [pointing to the photograph on the right side]. Which would you rather do?’ Children were then asked why they made that choice.

The nine test trials immediately ensued. On each trial the participants saw another pair of photographs. For each pair, one child was engaged in a real version of an activity (for example, cutting real vegetables with a real knife) and another was engaged in a pretend version of that activity (for example, cutting wooden vegetables held together with Velcro, using a wooden play knife; see Table 1 for complete list in the order in which they were presented to children). The nine activities were chosen to be ones that children might pretend or do for real, and for which pretend implements are commercially available (for example, fake foods, kitchen sets, and toy telephones). The photographs showed quite clearly whether the activity was real or pretend, but to be sure the experimenter also indicated which was real and which was pretend: ‘Look, this girl is pretending to cut vegetables, and this girl is really cutting vegetables. See? These are pretend vegetables, and these are real vegetables.’ Children were then asked, ‘Which would you rather do?’ After the children indicated, they were asked, ‘Why would you rather [children’s choice]?’

Which activity was on the left and which was on the right was determined by an initial random order that was used for all children, and the ordering of the activities themselves was randomly determined and then held constant for all participants. In addition, to ensure that children’s choices were not driven by superficial features of the photos, two separate control studies were conducted; these are briefly described at the end of the results section.

2.2.1 | Coding

Pretend and real choices were recorded, and children’s justifications for those choices were coded into eight discrete categories: Ability (able [or unable] to engage in activity); allowances (allowed to engage in activity or not); avoidance (fearful of or avoiding a negative outcome associated with activity); experience (having done the activity before); functionality (differences in what can be done for real versus in pretend); liking (enjoyment of activity); novelty (never done the activity before); and utility (helps someone by doing the activity). Other responses (10% of the total) did not fit the categories and were labeled uncodable. When children gave more than one explanation for a choice, their first explanation was the one coded. Cohen’s kappa was run on 20% of children’s justifications; agreement was high, κ = .91 (95% CI: .86–.96), p < .001. Conceptually similar categories were then combined, resulting in four final categories: Ability, avoidance, and permission; functionality and utility; experience and novelty; and liking.

3 | RESULTS

Children chose pretend for an average of 3.14 out of the 9 activities (SD = 2.61, range = 0–9). Chance performance (randomly choosing between pretend and real) would be 4.5 choices; a t-test showed that 3.14 pretend choices is significantly fewer than would be obtained by chance, (f(99) = 5.22, p < .001, 95% CI [2.63, 3.66]. To examine whether any particular activities were preferred as pretend or real, the number of pretend choices for each item was compared to chance responding. The pretend activity was chosen significantly less than would be expected by chance for seven of the nine activities (p <

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Activities and percentage (and number) of choices made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Chose pretend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating ice cream</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding a horse</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baking cookies</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding a baby</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting vegetables</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking on a telephone</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding a tractor</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing dishes</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average %</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fewer than a third of children’s choices were for pretend versions of as real, by 4 years of age – entering the high season of pretend play – prefer doing the real thing; 3-year-olds indicated no preference. The activities. In other words, by age 4, given a choice, children strongly prefer real versus 84% of boys, 52 preferred real) and washing dishes (54 preferred pretend, 46 preferred real). There was not a single activity that children preferred to pretend rather than really do (see Table 1).

Whether preference for pretend activities changes with age was also examined. Given that middle-class American children pretend more at age 4 than 3 (12 minutes per hour versus 3; Haight & Miller, 1993), we expected that pretend preference might grow over that period. Instead, children’s age in months was negatively correlated with their number of pretend choices, r(98) = −.31, p = .002, showing that as they get older, children increasingly prefer real activities. A one-way ANOVA using age group (3, 4, 5, 6) and sex (male, female) as between-subjects variables and number of pretend choices as the dependent variable revealed main effects for age group and gender, but no interaction.

The number of times children chose pretend differed by age group, F(3, 92) = 4.79, p = .004, ηp² = .14; see Figure 1. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test correcting for multiple comparisons indicated that the mean number of times 3-year-olds chose pretend (M = 4.73, SD = 2.75) was significantly greater than the number of times 4-year-olds (M = 2.50, SD = 2.23, p = .004), 5-year-olds (M = 2.93, SD = 2.75 p = .03), and 6-year-olds (M = 2.13, SD = 1.67, p = .005) chose pretend, but 4-, 5-, and 6-year-olds did not differ significantly from each other. Thus although 3-year-olds were as likely to choose pretend as real, by 4 years of age – entering the high season of pretend play – fewer than a third of children’s choices were for pretend versions of the activities. In other words, by age 4, given a choice, children strongly prefer doing the real thing; 3-year-olds indicated no preference.

The main effect for gender, F(1, 92) = 4.37, p = .04, ηp² = .05, stemmed from girls choosing pretend activities (M = 3.65, SD = 2.71) more often on average than did boys (M = 2.47, SD = 2.32), although still less than chance, t(56) = 10.17, p < .001. The gender difference was driven by three activities. First, girls preferred pretending to ride a tractor (65% pretend choices among girls, versus 26% among boys), which was significant by a Fisher’s Exact Test, p < .001. Somewhat counterintuitively, there were trends for boys to prefer really doing two other female-gender-typed activities: feeding a baby (67% of girls prefer real versus 84% of boys, p = .067) and baking cookies (61% of girls prefer real versus 79% of boys, p = .081). Looked at another way, 9/9 real activities were preferred by over 50% of the boy subsample, whereas 7/9 real activities (all except riding a tractor and washing dishes) were preferred by over 50% of the girl subsample. Hence even though there were gender differences for some items, overall both boys and girls showed a strong preference for real activities.

Another approach is to examine whether some children show a very strong proclivity to pretend (dubbed having a ‘high fantasy predisposition’, as discussed by Singer & Singer, 1990) and others are realists. Here the data are stunning: 16 children always chose the real activities, whereas only 3 always chose the pretend activities. Broadening the categories, 48 children (7 or 15% of whom were 3-year-olds) chose at least seven real activities of the nine, whereas just 14 children (9 or 64% of whom were 3-year-olds) chose at least seven pretend ones. Next we asked why children prefer real activities.

### 3.1 Justifications

The number (and percentage) of codable justifications, out of 711, are shown in Table 2. When children chose a real activity, they most often (221 justifications, or 45%) provided reasons that reflected functionality (e.g., ‘We could learn how to feed babies in case my mom becomes a babysitter and I help’, or ‘Because you can eat [real cookies]’). The next most common reason (187, or 38%) was liking or enjoyment (e.g., ‘Because I like to cut vegetables’, or ‘Because it would be more fun to [bake real cookies]’). Thirteen percent (62) of real choices were justified by experience (e.g., ‘I’ve never talked on the real phone’, or ‘I did it before’), and 4% (18) mentioned ability (e.g., ‘Cause I can do it myself, maybe’).

When pretend activities were chosen, the most common reasons cited were to avoid a negative outcome associated with the real activity or were based on a child’s sense of their inability to engage in a particular activity for real. Thus, there were 103 responses (46% of all pretend justifications) like, ‘I already burnt myself and I wouldn’t want to again’, ‘Because [a pretend tractor] wouldn’t zoom off’, ‘I don’t know how to do real fishing’, ‘Because I won’t break the [pretend] dishes’, and ‘I might pull up a shark or a big dangerous other thing [if I were really fishing]’. The next most common reason (28%, or 63 responses) was liking to pretend (e.g., ‘Cause I like it’). Looking at the overall justification pattern, one can see that children want to do real activities because they want to be useful, and they like the real activities; in contrast, they want to do pretend ones because they are not allowed or are afraid of the real activity, or (a third as often as for real) because they like the pretend activity.

Looking at individual item justifications, the same pattern emerged. Whether children had made a pretend or a real choice, liking was a major reason. But reasons diverged beyond this for pretend and real choices. Functionality was a top reason for choosing the real version of all nine activities (e.g., ‘You can eat it for dinner’, or ‘Because I want to talk to people’). By contrast, avoidance was the major reason for most of the items when pretend was chosen (e.g., ‘If you got the fish by yourself you might get a hook in your finger’, or ‘Because it’s better and you wouldn’t mess up your phone number’).

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1** Mean number of pretend choices (out of 9) by age group. Bars represent standard error.
Children’s overall justifications differed significantly by gender, \( \chi^2(4) = 36.35, p < .001 \). Cramer’s V = .20, with girls using liking more than boys did to justify both their overall and their real choices. Boys and girls did not differ in how they justified pretend choices.

### 3.2 | Follow-up control studies

Two follow-up studies were conducted to ensure that the findings stemmed from children’s actual preferences, and were not due to a superficial feature of the pictures we used. First, we examined whether the real pictures looked more fun. Sixteen additional preschoolers were shown the picture pairs and were simply asked to indicate which picture looked like more fun. This showed that depictions in each pair appeared equally fun, with one exception in each direction. Really feeding a baby was judged to be more fun-looking than pretending to feed a baby, and pretending to wash dishes was judged to be more fun-looking than really washing dishes. Because these results go in opposite directions and for the remaining seven items the pretend and real versions look equally fun, we are confident that our overall results were not based on the real pictures looking more fun.

The second study to confirm that children’s responses were not based on superficial features of the photos zeroed in on whether children preferred real activities because of the colors or perhaps some other feature of the picture. For this, 16 additional preschoolers were shown two identical black and white line drawing (i.e., outlines) of the real or pretend photographs, created using an online computer program (Rapid Resizer™; Roberts, 2017). Although they were actually the exact same picture, one of the copies was described as showing pretend, and the other was described as showing real, and children were asked which they would rather do. This replicated the present finding, again suggesting that children’s choices were based on whether the activity was described as real or pretend, rather than a feature of the pictures.

### 4 | DISCUSSION

Children expressed strong preferences for engaging in real activities over their pretend equivalents, and two control studies showed that this was not due to superficial features of the pictures used to show the choices. The strong preference for real activities was shown at ages 4 to 6 (over 70% of choices), whereas 3-year-olds showed no preference for pretend or real activities. Boys selected real activities more often than girls, and were particularly likely to want to really feed a baby and bake cookies. By contrast, girls preferred pretending to ride a tractor.

The finding that children prefer real activities to pretend ones is surprising from a Western perspective, particularly because the children tested were at ages where pretend play is a predominant activity. Although Americans spent over 20 billion dollars last year on toys, children’s choices suggest they would much prefer to do the real thing – to actually cut vegetables, or feed a baby, or bake cookies. The findings are perhaps not so surprising when a non-Western perspective is adopted: In traditional societies around the world, children are more able to participate in real activities, and when they do play, their play often replicates real activities, roles, and practices (Gaskins, 2013; Lancy, 2016; Power, 2000).

Children’s justifications indicated why they prefer real activities: Real activities are functional, useful, and provide novel experiences. When children chose pretend, it was usually because they were unable, not permitted, or afraid to do the real version. It is interesting that so much effort is put into giving children pretend experiences when they apparently would prefer to have real ones.

In other domains as well, researchers have recently shown that preschool- and school-aged children prefer the real. In one study, children (ages 4–5 and 6–7 years) were shown two novel storybooks and were told that one was real and one was make-believe. Although they were actually the same books (across children), children (unlike adults) showed a strong preference for the real book (Barnes, Bernstein, & Bloom, 2015); similar findings were obtained in a study of Turkish children (Kotaman & Tekin, 2017). Notably, a study that showed the opposite preference used familiar books (Robinson, Larsen, Haupt, & Mohlman, 1997) and was probably tapping into a familiarity preference. Children are more familiar with fantasy storybooks, since such books dominate the children’s market (Mantzicopoulos & Patrick, 2011), and teachers rarely choose to read informational books to young students (Pentimonti, Zucker, Justice, & Kaderavek, 2010). In addition, the vast majority of parents expect their young children to prefer fantastical books, when in fact children have no preference (Guillot, 2014). Given a choice of the same story with an anthropomorphized bear or a human character building a snowman, 26 preschoolers chose to hear the human story and 21 chose the bear story, when their parents expected otherwise.
Children’s preference for real activities is interesting to consider in light of current preschool curricula. In recent years, under the shadow of No Child Left Behind, kindergarten has become ‘The New First Grade’ (Bassok, Latham, & Rorem, 2016), with more seat time and less free choice time. In reaction, there are calls for reinstituting more play in preschool (Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, Berk, & Singer, 2009), and this is often interpreted as free play. At the same time, pure free play (‘discovery learning’) does not engender the best learning (Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011); rather, more guided forms of learning are more optimal (Verdine, Lucca, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, & Newcombe, 2016). Furthermore, free play often manifests as pretend play in the preschool years, and solid evidence for the unique importance of pretend play for development is lacking (Lillard et al., 2013).

A form of schooling that is neither ‘the new first grade’ nor pretend play-oriented, but instead allows children to choose among real hands-on activities, is Montessori education. Its primary developer, the physician Maria Montessori, noted that, ‘Playing with toys is the only freedom that the world grants to a child … [yet] toys furnish the child with no particular goal, and as a consequence, they cannot provide the child with any real mental concentration’ (Montessori, 1966, p. 156). Instead of toys (which were initially in the classroom but were removed when children did not use them), she provided children with child-sized real objects (including real knives and glassware) and showed them how to use them safely, and children responded positively:

*It was the children themselves who showed that they preferred one another's company to dolls, and the small 'real-life' utensils to toys ... Having given the child real things in a real world, we expected to see [the child’s] joy and delight in using them. But actually we saw far more than that. The child's whole personality changed, and the first sign of this was an assertion of independence. It was as though [the child] were saying: 'I want to do everything myself'.* (Montessori, 1967, pp. 169–170)

Children’s justifications for why they preferred the real activities in the present study support Dr. Montessori’s observations. Children wanted to do the real activities so they could participate in the real world. Although adults probably give their children toys in part because they think children prefer pretend play, and in part because they believe pretend play is essential for development (one parent with whom the results of this study were shared commented, ‘Children just don’t know what’s good for them’), another likely reason is because the real activity can require direct adult involvement. In Western societies, parents will show children how to safely use potentially dangerous tools, such as knives, rather than leaving children to their own devices as they are in many other cultures (Lancy, 2016). American adults might relegate their children to pretending to use knives in part because they lack the time, patience, or resources to help children learn these skills and are afraid of the potentially dire consequences should children not engage safely. However, children’s justifications for why they would like to do real activities suggests that perhaps we often deprive children of the opportunity to acquire the self-efficacy that stems from accomplishing real things.

This study has several limitations. First, children did not actually engage in any of the activities, whether real or pretend, during the experiment. Perhaps children’s verbal responses do not extend to their behavior. Further research in our laboratory is currently exploring this question. Second, participants were predominantly White and middle class; new research should examine preferences in diverse populations. Third, only one form of pretend play – realistic pretend that makes use of objects that are similar to their real-world equivalents – was presented. Future studies should explore whether fantasy pretend play, in which children entertain possibilities outside the scope of reality, is preferred to realistic pretend play or real activities. Social pretend play should also be examined. Finally, further research should observe children in natural settings (e.g., classrooms, children’s museums, playgrounds) to better understand children’s proclivity to spontaneously engage in pretend versus real activities when options are present.

5 | CONCLUSION

In sum, we have shown that middle-class American preschoolers say they strongly prefer to engage in real activities rather than pretend ones. These findings challenge Western society’s assumption that play is the superlative activity for children. Although this sense likely arose from good roots (for example, in concert with child labor laws), it has perhaps been taken too far, depriving children of opportunities to learn how to participate in meaningful ways in their culture, including working alongside their parents at practical tasks. Although American adults view play as something that teaches children and is valuable in its own right, children, at least to some degree, might see it as a substitute for activities that they would rather do for real.
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